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INTRODUCfiON 

Archaeological research in Bristol has a long and distinguished pedigree. It begins with William 
Worcestre in the late 15th century and continues through antiquarians such as William Barrett and 
Samuel Seyer into the 19th century with the work ofW.R. Barker and especially John Pritchard, the 
latter paving the way for the practice of modem archaeology in the city. The standard of recording 
of the latter scholars in particular bears healthy comparison with modem archaeological practice. 
The impetus provided by the local societies from the late 19th century, especially the Bristol and 
Gloucestershire Archaeological Society, of which John Pritchard was president from 1918 to 1920, 
and the Clifton Antiquarian Club, provided the boost which was needed in this period of rapid 
change in the city's fabric. It also helped to raise the political profile of the city's heritage and, while 
it did not provide the same sort of protection that we would be used to today, it nevertheless 
meant that there was a pride in the heritage which undoubtedly helped in the recording efforts of 
Pritchard, Barker and many others. 

The city is currently undergoing a period of rapid and extensive change in its fabric and 
economy. Ensuring that the city's historic environment is properly conserved and recorded 
represents a challenge to modem archaeologists working in the city. Such changes are not new. The 
period from the late 19th century witnessed major development, transforming Bristol from the 
largely medieval and Georgian town depicted in the wonderful paintings and drawings collected 
by George Weare Braikenridge to the bustling Victorian and 20th-century city seen on early 
photographs. Major and catastrophic upheaval occurred in the Second World War when, especially 
in 1940, Bristol suffered extensive bomb damage, changing the face of the city centre for ever. As 
with other towns and cities throughout the United Kingdom in the post-war years, major plans 
were introduced to reconstruct the city centre. Many of these ideas never progressed beyond the 
drawing board, but major changes still took place: the completion of the inner ring road, the 
development of Broadmead as the new shopping centre of Bristol, and the construction of high
rise office premises and associated roads. 

This paper will present specifically the results of archaeological investigation that has 
been carried out in the city in the last 25 years, from the end of the 1970s onwards, while 
acknowledging the contribution of earlier field-workers. By looking at the range of archaeological 
work that has been taking place over this period, it will attempt to illustrate how new ideas are 
beginning to emerge relating both to the medieval and later urban core as well as to the historic 
landscape of the greater Bristol area. 

Approximately the first half of the period covered by this paper coincides with the 
introduction of the government-sponsored Job Creation Schemes as a major source of funds for 
archaeological work As a result, extensive excavations were undertaken, from the mid 1970s until 
the late 1980s, involving large numbers of field-workers and specialists. Unfortunately, there was 
not the commensurate funding for the essential post-excavation assessment and publication. The 
completion of the post-excavation work on these sites, some of which have the potential to answer 
important research questions regarding the city's development, remains a high priority. 
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During this period, virtually all major archaeological work within the city was undertaken by 
the city council's own archaeological field unit, set up from the late 1960s onwards by Michael 
Ponsford, formerly curator of field archaeology at Bristol City Museum, until its demise in 1992. 
The archaeological unit still survives as Bristol and Region Archaeological Services (BaRAS), now a 
self-financing arm of the council's museum service, although a considerable amount of field-work 
is now also carried out by external archaeological units . 

From 1990, when PPG 16 was issued and, for Bristol, from 1992 with the appointment of 
an archaeological officer within the planning division of the city council, archaeology became 
firmly embedded within the planning process. One consequence of this has been the opportunity 
to extend the range, both in a geographical and a temporal sense, of archaeological activity. With 
this has come about a greater realisation that there is much more to the study of archaeology 
within the borders of Bristol than simply the study of the medieval urban core. 

The Bristol Urban Strategy programme, funded by English Heritage, has allowed the creation 
of an Urban Archaeological Database, a much more comprehensive dataset for the historic core of 
the city. The second stage of this programme will see the publication of a detailed resource 
assessment of past archaeological activity. A second draft has been submitted to English Heritage 
and it is expected that this work, which will be expected to guide future standards and directions 
for archaeological research, will be published in the near future . 

THE PREHISTORIC lANDSCAPE 

In recent years, there has been important work in looking at the prehistoric landscapes of the 
greater Bristol area (Fig. 1) . While there has been important work in the past on the major Iron-Age 
hillforts at Blaise, Kingsweston and to a lesser extent Clifton Camp, and many artefacts dating from 
the earliest prehistoric periods have been found often in less than ideal conditions, there has been 
little understanding of the wider landscape of these periods, its development and exploitation. 

The Shirehampton area of Bristol, lying on gravel terraces near the confluence of the Avon and 
Severn, is well known for the casual recovery by collectors over many years of a fine series of 
Palaeolithic artefacts. Work is currently being carried out to begin to understand the context of 
the Palaeolithic settlement of the Bristol Avon, especially the sediment sequences which have 
routinely produced these artefacts, both within Bristol and beyond. In the Shirehampton area, 
archaeological work within the development control process is now regularly targetting these 
deposits for study. An initial review of the deposits producing such artefacts has now been 
completed and a more detailed document setting out the research frameworks for the Palaeolithic 
in the Bristol Avon has recently been produced. The latter will guide future work in this area, both 
within Bristol itself and elsewhere along the Bristol Avon (Bates and Wenban-Smith 2005) . 

The Bronze Age in Bristol has received intermittent attention including work on King's Weston 
Hill (Tratrnan, 1925), but there has not been any consistent survey of artefacts and landscapes of 
this period. Recent work on the Avonmouth Levels, in response to the creation of a business park 
of over 60 ha known as Cabot Park as well as other developments on the Levels, has provided the 
opportunity for intensive investigation of these potentially rich archaeological deposits. Extensive 
field-work in the area has produced evidence for a number of sites, of late Bronze Age or early Iron 
Age date. They suggest a seasonal settlement pattern in the alluvial floodplain and are seemingly 
connected to a series of palaeochannels that weave through the Levels, some still surviving in the 
modem landscape as drainage rhines. These sites are presumably associated with better-known 
settlements on the higher ground to the east and suggest widespread utilisation of the Levels for 
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Fig. 1: Greater Bristol: plan of sites mentioned in the text. 
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a variety of purposes. Such settlements are typically ephemeral in nature and consist of layers of 
burning, with bone, charcoal, pottery and heat-cracked stone (Locock 2001) . There is little in the 
way of structures although a recent site, examined in difficult conditions, produced evidence for a 
well-defined ditch, possibly a boundary. Several more sites of this type are known, suggesting a 
concerted use of the Levels for seasonal activities such as hunting, fishing and possibly salt 
production. 

The evidence for Iron-Age occupation on the Levels comes from the two sites at Northwick, 
which lie outside the city boundary in South Gloucestershire, and Hallen. The Hallen site was 
investigated from 1992 in advance of the construction of the M49 motorway. It was dated by the 
pottery assemblage to the late 2nd to 1st centuries BC and it is one of the few examples so far of 
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Iron-Age exploitation of this economically important area ( Gardiner, et al. 2002). However, what 
has become dear, from the work at Cabot Park and elsewhere on the Levels, is that this is an 
archaeologically rich area with far more yet to be done. The discovery of stabilised soil horizons 
over much of the area from the Neolithic period (and possibly earlier in some cases) is significant 
and has enabled a greater understanding of the complex Holocene sedimentation in this area. 
The discovery of settlement sites from the later prehistoric period onwards highlights the need to 
understand the complex interrelationships between these sites and corresponding activity on the 
higher ground to the east, such as the recorded Bronze-Age barrows on King's Weston Hill. 

In the urban core, where relatively little work in investigating possible pre-urban settlement 
sites has previously been carried out, it has now become routine, using the experience gained on the 
Avonmouth Levels, to interrogate the deep alluvial sequences upon which much of the modern city 
is built. Early results are promising. Immediately north of Canon's Marsh, on the edge of the high 
ground, borehole investigation, accompanying formal archaeological investigation of the later 
archaeology of the site by Cotswold Archaeology, has suggested the presence of a former river valley, 
perhaps one of several former channels of the river From e. The evidence retrieved also suggested 
that in the early Neolithic there was localised clearance of the lime and oak forest, probably on the 
higher ground, presumably to allow for agricultural activity and settlement. There is also the 
possibility that some exploitation of the alluvial flood plain could have occurred during the early 
and middle Neolithic, although no direct evidence was recovered from this site (Wilkinson 2002) . 

ROMAN SEITLEMENT IN THE BRISTOL AREA 

The Roman landscape of greater Bristol has also received some attention in recent field-work 
(Fig. 1). The earlier work of George Boon at the Roman town of Sea Mills and at Kingsweston Villa 
has long been published and is well known (Boon 1945; 1950). However, a number of new sites 
have come to light and these are reinforcing the view that the Bristol area was fairly densely 
populated and was economically prosperous. There is also the exciting prospect of a hitherto 
unknown Roman settlement awaiting discovery somewhere in east Bristol in the St George area, 
dose to the presumed line of the Roman road from Bath. The discovery here in 2002 of a number 
of burials, radiocarbon dated to the late Roman period (1573 ±68 BP : Wk-11396) (340- 640 cal. 
AD at 95.4% confidence), dose to the site where over 15 burials were found during sewer 
construction in 1894, suggests a potentially large late Roman cemetery, perhaps at least 2 ha in 
area (Williams 2004) . 

Work at Inns Court in south Bristol has uncovered a settlement dating probably from the late 
Iron Age, with a major stone building constructed in the second half of the 3rd century and 
surviving at least until the second half of the 4th century (Jackson 1999) . It was almost certainly 
associated economically, and possibly physically with a nearby settlement excavated in 1982 
at Filwood Park about 300 m to the east (Williams 1983). The relationship of these settlements to 
each other has yet to be defined. However, it is possible that here we see an example of interrelated 
compounds, perhaps forming a small village, as suggested for Catsgore in Somerset (Leech 1982), 
for example. Whatever is the final answer, it is certainly the case that new evidence like this, as well 
as other sites such as that recently excavated at Henbury School in north BristoL is beginning to 
answer existing questions, as well as pose new ones, about the nature of late Iron-Age and 
Romano-British settlement and exploitation of the landscape in the Bristol area. 

In the central core of the city, despite the occurrence of Romano-British artefacts in residual 
contexts, much of any physical evidence for Roman settlement is likely to have been severely 
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truncated or removed by overlying construction activities associated with the development of the 
medieval and later town. However excavations in the 1970s near Upper Maudlin Street, to the 
north of the city centre, revealed a small Roman settlement, dating from the late 2nd century and 
continuing in occupation until the 5th century. In 1999, further excavations revealed more of 
the settlement, although the evidence was ephemeral (no. 1 on Fig. 2). However, there was some 
evidence recovered for iron working in the form of iron slag, together with the discovery in the 
1970s excavation of a probable bowl furnace. This evidence would not be inconsistent with an 
essentially rural settlement where small-scale iron working was being carried out, as at the nearby 
sites of StonehilL Hanham, and Gatcombe, North Somerset (Jackson 2000). 

THE URBAN ORIGINS OF BRISTOL 

There has been surprisingly little new evidence to complement the work of Philip Rahtz who 
carried out excavations at Mary-le-Port Street in 1962-3 (no. 2 on Fig. 2) and demonstrated the 
late Saxon origin of that street (Watts and Rahtz 1985). Further evidence for late Saxon occupation 

line of 12th century town walls 

line of 13th century town walls 
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Fig. 2: Central Bristol: location of sites mentioned in the text. Key: 1 Upper Maudlin Street; 2 Mary-le-Port 
Street; 3 Tower Lane; 4 Newmarket Avenue; 5 Small Street; 6 St Augustine-the-Less; 7 St Bartholomew's Hospital; 8 
Marsh Wall; 9 Site of water-gate; 10 Site of water-gate near Tower Harratz; 11 Franciscan Friary, Lewin's Mead; 
12 St lames's Priory; 13 Bristol Cathedral; 14 College Square; 15 Deanery Road; 16 St John 's Church; 17 82- 90 
Redcliff Street; 18 Canynges House, Redcliff Street; 19 Dundas Wharf, Redcliff Street; 20 Bristol Bridge; 21 Spicer's 
Hall, Welsh Back; 22 Union Street; 23 Soap Boilers' and Hoopers glasshouses; 24 Cheese Lane glasshouse; 25 Portwall 
Lane glasshouse; 26 Canon's Marsh excavation 2000; 27 Canon's Marsh excavation 1997; 28 Canon's Marsh 
gasworks; 29 St Clement's and Aldworth's docks; 30 Excavation at Poole's Wharf; 31 Boot Lane, Bedminster. 
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was subsequently found on the site of Bristol Castle in the late 1960s and early 1970s. More 
recently these discoveries have been augmented with evidence for cess pits and postholes 
producing late lOth- to early 11th-century pottery from excavations at Tower Lane in 1979 (no. 3 
on Fig. 2) (Boore 1980) and at Newmarket Avenue in 1990 (no. 4 on Fig. 2) (Williams 1992). 
Excavations at Small Street in 1990 (no. 5 on Fig. 2) revealed part of an earth bank near Leonard 
Lane, tentatively interpreted as evidence for the defences of the late Saxon burh, but no dating 
evidence was retrieved to support this hypothesis (ibid. 54). Indeed, the nature and location of 
the early defences have yet to be properly investigated. The significance of the double ditch on 
the line of Dolphin Street, excavated by Rahtz in 1962-3 (Watts and Rahtz 1985) has yet to be 
satisfactorily explained and its possible interpretation as an element of the eastern defensive circuit 
of the late Saxon town must be questioned. It is hoped that there may be further opportunities for 
investigation as part of future development proposals for this area. 

Similarly, the evidence for the early port can presently only be surmised. Ponsford (1985) 
has suggested that it may have been located between Welsh Back and the site of Bristol Castle. The 
placename rakhyth, the modern Rackhay, well to the west of Welsh Back, may give a clue to the 
location of the early port, at this time perhaps merely a gently sloping bank where boats could 
be pulled ashore, akin to similar examples in London and elsewhere. 

The evidence so far retrieved seems to support the traditional view, put forward by 
Stephenson ( 1933) and others, of the location of the original settlement, centred upon the Carfax, 
with at least the beginnings of a gridded network of streets. The scale of this early settlement has 
yet to be established, although the discovery of late Saxon features under the castle could suggest 
that it was reasonably extensive. There are clearly many questions to be resolved in furthering our 
understanding of the late Saxon origins of Bristol, not least the outstanding matters of the precise 
limits of the town and the date, course and form of its defences. 

Late Saxon settlement outside the urban core also seems likely. To the west of the river Fro me, 
in the early medieval manor of Billeswick, within which the abbey of St Augustine (now Bristol 
Cathedral) was founded by Robert Fitzharding c.ll40, excavations at the former church of 
St Augustine-the-Less (no. 6 on Fig. 2) in 1983 recovered inhumations which could be late Saxon 
(Boore 1985, 25). However, radiocarbon dating of these burials did not demonstrate conclusively 
the pre-Norman date so this must remain a matter of conjecture. The meagre evidence so far 
retrieved could substantiate the inference drawn from the Harrowing of Hell relief, discovered in 
1831 below the floor of the abbey chapter house (Smith 1976), that a late Saxon religious site was 
located somewhere in this area of the manor, possibly on the site occupied by the later church of 
St Augustine-the-Less. 

Excavations at the site of St Bartholomew's Hospital on the north bank of the Fro me (no. 7 on 
Fig. 2) produced evidence for possible late Saxon settlement, perhaps adjacent to a small creek 
(Price with Ponsford 1998). In addition, Roger Leech has suggested the possibility of late Saxon 
settlement, known as 'Arthur's Acre' around the southern approach to an early Bristol Bridge 
(Leech 2000a, 10). 

THE GROWTH OF THE MEDIEVAL TOWN 

The Defences and Castle 

There is an increasing body of evidence for the growth, form and functions of the medieval town 
especially from c. l200 onwards. However the data are still piecemeal and hampered by the lack of 
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opportunities for investigation in the most crucial areas, especially in the heart of the historic core 
of the medieval town. For example, while knowledge of the course of the medieval defensive circuit 
encircling the town was considerably enhanced by the work of Rahtz, in the 1950s, and others 
suggesting a construction date in the 12th century for the first stone defences, there are still out
standing questions concerning its form and even its course, especially in the eastern area of the town. 

In the first half of the 13th century the walled area of the town was extended to both north 
and south with the enclosure of the low-lying land north of St John's Church as far as the southern 
bank of the river Frame, and with the construction of the Marsh Wall to the north of King Street 
from where it returned northwards along the east side of the river Frame. This north- south length 
of the Marsh Wall probably terminated at a tower, Viell's Tower. There is currently no evidence that 
the wall ever continued north of this point, despite the assumption in previously published plans 
of the medieval town that it met the 12th-century town wall somewhere near St Giles Gate. 
At roughly the same time the Portwall was constructed, enclosing the suburb of Redcliffe and 
Temple, probably with a grant of murage made in 1232 (Cronne 1945) . These works broadly 
coincided with the diversion of the river Frame from its original course to the south of the early 
medieval core to its present course further south. Roger Leech has suggested that the somewhat 
sinuous course of the Marsh Wall along King Street reflects an original course of the Frame, based 
on his detailed study of the development of tenement boundaries in this area (Leech 1997). 
However, verification of these ideas must await the results of more extensive field-work and 
palaeoenvironmental sampling. 

No recent work has been undertaken on the northern extension of the walled circuit and 
only limited work on the Marsh Wall. A bastion on part of this wall was exposed in 1960 and is 
now a Scheduled Ancient Monument. In 1995, the base courses of part of the Marsh Wall were 
exposed (Burchill 1995) (no. 8 on Fig. 2), while in 1979, in a watching brief maintained during 
construction works to extend the former Bristol and West building, part of the north- south section 
of this wall was uncovered together with what is likely to have been a water-gate (no. 9 on Fig. 2) 
through the wall (Price 1991). 

In contrast, far more extensive work has been carried out on the Portwall. Excavation in 1983 
uncovered a 70-m length of the wall, including an interval tower (Iles 1984, 59) . Subsequently, 
as part of recent comprehensive redevelopment of the eastern part of the Temple suburb for 
a new complex of office developments, a large proportion of the rest of the Portwall was exposed, 
including parts of several interval towers. The eastern terminal tower of the Portwall, Tower 
Harratz, was fully investigated. It was 13 m in diameter and constructed with a clay core that 
extended out in six 'spines'. It probably was originally situated on the contemporary river bank but 
the Portwall had been extended beyond it as new land was reclaimed (Jackson 1994) . To the 
south-west of Tower Harratz, a small water-gate (no. 10 on Fig. 2) consisting of two buttresses 
flanking an arched passage was found. Associated with it was a sally port that possibly gave access 
to a small jetty (Cox 2000). 

Bristol Castle was founded as a matte-and-bailey structure c. l080, possibly, according to 
Ponsford (1979), replacing a short-lived ringwork constructed in the years immediately following 
the Norman Conquest. A stone keep was constructed from c. 1135 on the site of the matte which 
was levelled and the matte ditch infilled. Michael Ponsford's unpublished thesis (1979) remains 
the only detailed and comprehensive account of archaeological works on the castle up to 1970. 
This work retrieved vital information about the development of this hugely important monument, 
including what may be remains of the barbican gate and possibly part of the constable's quarters. 
Ponsford also recovered evidence for the matte ditch and parts of the succeeding stone keep. 
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Work on the castle keep in 1989 revealed further evidence for this monumental structure and 
for the underlying matte ditch. The latter appears to have been infilled rapidly prior to and during 
the construction of the stone keep (Good 1996). A few fragments of dressed fine-grained limestone 
were found which could have originated from Caen, the reputed source of the building stone for 
the keep. Further landscaping works from the early 1990s uncovered further sections of the castle, 
including part of the south and west curtain walls. These have now been preserved and are largely 
open for public view. 

However, only a relatively small proportion of the castle has been examined. It is also the case 
that while it lies within a public park, managed by the local authority and hence reasonably 
protected against indiscriminate development, the full extent of the castle's preservation and hence 
its potential remain uncertain. The 1989 work has been published (Good 1996), but this only 
covers a specific area in any detail. The landscaping of the 1990s revealed that more of the fabric of 
the castle remains than was hitherto expected. The great hall, for example, at the eastern end of the 
precinct, may be well preserved under a modem earth bank. The entrance chamber still stands and 
is protected as a Scheduled Ancient Monument. Parts of the south and west curtain walls were 
discovered during these works, necessitating last-minute changes to the landscaping proposals to 
allow them to be preserved and exposed to public view. 

Churches and Religious Houses 

Religious houses, churches, chapels, preaching crosses and other religious foundations and 
institutions were essential elements of everyday life in the medieval and later town. Bristol was 
almost encircled by the buildings and estates of a variety of religious houses, some wealthy, some 
impoverished, while almshouses, chapels and preaching crosses, for example, would have been 
familiar within the medieval street scene (Fig. 3) . The publication in 1998 of important 
excavations at St Bartholomew's Hospital (no. 7 on Fig. 2), carried out between 1976 and 1978, 
revealed the potential of such sites and highlighted the need for the wider study of urban hospitals 
and almshouses, as well as other urban religious institutions (Price with Ponsford 1998). 
Occupying the site of an earlier (late Norman) first-floor hall, a new hospital was founded c.1234 
with additions to the north in the late 13th or early 14th century. By the late 14th century, most of 
the buildings had been reconstructed and a church was built on the site of the former hall . By 
1445, and until the end of the 15th century, the hospital provided a home for retired mariners. 
The hospital closed in 1532, shortly before the Dissolution, and it subsequently housed Bristol 
Grammar School, the Queen Elizabeth's Hospital School and, latterly, domestic and industrial 
premises. 

The adjacent Franciscan friary in Lewin's Mead (no. 11 on Fig. 2) was excavated in 1973 but 
remains largely unpublished, although an interim report has been produced (Ponsford n.d.) . This 
work uncovered evidence for part of the church, the chapter house and part of the cloisters. 
A garderobe to the rear produced a superb range of finds including wooden bowls and leather 
shoes. Later work, in 1989, revealed what may have been the warden's lodging, or possibly the 
guest-house of the friary, constructed on a terrace cut into the rock and overlooking the main friary 
complex (Ponsford et al. 1989, 42-4). 

At the neighbouring site of St James's Priory (no. 12 on Fig. 2), founded c.1129, fairly limited 
excavations in 1989 were complemented by far more extensive work in 1995. Over 200 burials 
were uncovered, together with traces of the extensively robbed-out remains of the chancel, 
a possible side chapel and perhaps the north transept of the priory church which was demolished 
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Fig. 3: Bristol: location of medieval religious sites (after Price with Ponsford 1998) . Key: Monastic 
Houses: 1 St lames's Priory; 2 Franciscan Friary; 3 St Mary Magdalen Nunnery; 4 Carmelite Friary; 5 St Augustine's 
Abbey; 6 Dominican Friary; 7 Augustinian Friary; 8 Friars of the Sack. Hospitals: 9 Holy Trinity; 10 St 
Bartholomew's; 11 St Mark's; 12 St John 's; 13 St Mary Magdalen. Almshouses: 14 Spencer's; 15 Strange's; 16 
Foster's; 17 All Saints'; 18 Fullers'; 19 Burton's; 20 Weaver's; 21 Spicer's; 22 Forster's; 23 Magdalen's; 24 Canynges'. 

in 1540 (Jackson 1997; Jackson 2006; Williams 1996, 85). The western half of the church, 
including the tower, formed the parish church of St James and it survives. The earliest burials were 
uniformly contained within head-niche graves and dated from the priory's foundation into the 
13th century. Later burials appeared in the main to be coffin burials contained in rectangular or 
sub-rectangular grave cuts. There was a preponderance of males around the eastern end of the 
priory church perhaps indicating that this area was reserved for clerics and other priory officials. 
Towards the eastern end of the burial ground the proportions of the sexes were more balanced, 
perhaps suggesting that this area was part of the parochial burial ground. The detailed examination 
of the human remains suggested a population which enjoyed a comfortable social and economic 
status, perhaps to be expected of a religious house, with low incidence of trauma. To date this 
remains the only skeletal assemblage of an appreciable size to have been examined in Bristol. 
Whether it is atypical of contemporary assemblages must remain an open question until 
comparable work has been carried out on other sites and assemblages of a similar period. 

Apart from Bristol Castle, probably the major single medieval building complex is the former 
abbey of St Augustine (now Bristol Cathedral) . Founded c.1140 by Robert Fitzharding, there may 
have been an earlier religious building on the site, as suggested earlier. Whatever is the case, it is 
perhaps remarkable that there has been so little detailed archaeological study of this complex series 
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of interrelated buildings. This is in contrast to some excellent works of synthesis, especially on the 
sculptures and iconography, and transcriptions and analyses of the abundant documentary sources 
(e.g. Rogan 2000; Muiioz de Miguel 1997). 

Of the archaeological work that has occurred, the excavation in 1992 at the west end of the 
cathedral (no. 13 on Fig. 2) in advance of a proposed visitor centre (which has yet to be built) is of 
particular note (Boore 1992). The earliest building found there, immediately west of the 19th
century west tower, was probably contemporary with the 12th-century foundation of the abbey 
and may have been the abbot's house and guest-house. In the 13th century another building, 
possibly a workshop, was constructed to the south. This contained floor levels of oolite chippings 
and may have been used for stone carving. A bell-casting pit was found to the west. Following 
demolition of the workshop, a cellarium or storehouse was built along the west side of the cloister. 
In the 15th to 16th century, most of the Norman hall and the cellarium were demolished and the 
so-called Minster House was built. This building survived with many modifications until its 
demolition in 1884. 

In 2001 excavation to the west of College Square, possibly originally the outer cloister of the 
abbey, revealed evidence for early use of the area (no. 14 on Fig. 2) . A fishpond was created, 
probably soon after the abbey's foundation, and was roughly lined with cobbles. This was 
baclcfilled by the late 13th or early 14th century, the fill including a sequence of organic-rich layers 
containing animal hair and straw. Overlying this was a large aisled building of 13th- or 14th
century date, possibly the main abbey barn. By the end of 17th century this building had been 
demolished and replaced by a series of tenements (Insole 2003) . 

The area to the west of the abbey (no. 15 on Fig. 2) was investigated in 2000 (Cox et al. 2004 ). 
This area became known as the Bishop's Park from the 16th century by which time a series of 
ponds had been created. These ponds may well have had a medieval origin, possibly serving 
the needs of the abbey for the supply of fresh fish . A large circular stone-built structure, heavily 
truncated by later development, was found, with an estimated external diameter of c. 8 m. Its 
function remains in some doubt: one possibility is that it was associated in some way with the 
abbey's water supply which is thought to have run from a spring on the southern slopes of Clifton, 
terminating at a conduit house in College Square. A more likely interpretation, however, is that it 
formed the base of a dovecote, probably of medieval date, perhaps similar to another example 
recorded in a watching brief during the construction of a new classroom block for Bristol 
Cathedral School in 1979 (Boore 1979). 

There has been little work so far at other church sites. There have been a number of surveys of 
surviving churches, most notably of the crypt of St John's Church (no. 16 on Fig. 2) (Pilkington 
1999) and of St James's Church (no. 12 on Fig. 2) (Bryant 1993). Only one church site has 
been fully excavated, that of St Augustine-the-Less (no. 6 on Fig. 2), and this remains largely 
unpublished apart from an interim report (Boore 1985) and an important article derived from the 
study of the coffin furniture and burial practices found on the site (idem 1998) . The excavation 
revealed the very ephemeral traces of a possible 12th-century church, within which were the lower 
halves of two coarse-ware jars, interpreted as acoustic jars set below the floor. The church had been 
extensively rebuilt in the late medieval period, removing much of the earlier evidence. The 
excavation was particularly notable for the number of post-medieval (17th- to 19th-century) burial 
vaults encountered - 116 brick vaults were found. That evidence can illuminate the only partially 
studied subject of post-medieval burial practices, as well as enhance our knowledge of the city's 
population in this later period. 
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The Port and Waterfronts 

Bristol is currently experiencing major development of its waterfront areas as part of the overall 
regeneration of the city centre. At the beginning of the 1980s several schemes for redeveloping 
the by then run-down Reddiffe waterfront on the south side of the Avon started to be imple
mented. A comprehensive series of large-scale excavations that took place over the next seven years 
in advance of these developments has transformed our understanding of the port of Bristol. The 
high potential of the waterfront deposits and the way in which the topography of Redcliffe had 
been altered by the continual striving for new land were clearly demonstrated and important 
evidence was recovered for the economy and living conditions of its inhabitants. 

In 1980 the first of this series of excavations was carried out on the west side of Redcliff Street 
at its southern end (no. 17 on Fig. 2) . The work was complemented in 1999 by further excavation 
closer to the contemporary waterfront (Williams 1981; Williams and Cox 2000). This work 
revealed a series of structures dating from the 13th century including a slipway. There was also 
evidence for dyeing in the form of vat bases as well as the occurrence of dye plants in secondary 
reclamation contexts. 

Major excavations were subsequently carried out (Jones 1986; Good 1991) at the former site 
of the house of Bristol merchant William Canynges and at nos. 12 7-129 Red cliff Street (Dundas 
Wharf) (nos. 18 and 19 on Fig. 2) . On both these sites the extensive and rapid reclamation 
processes were notable, with the waterfront transformed from a muddy bank only a few metres 
from Redcliff Street in the early 12th century to a well-developed series of stone-revetted 
waterfronts by the beginning of the 13th century. Over 60 m of new land was reclaimed from the 
river at the Canynges House site between c.1200 and c. l450. This was the result both of natural 
sedimentation, which has been estimated to have been as much as 8 to 12 times greater than 
before occupation of the waterfront (Jones and Watson 1987), and deliberate dumping of 
industrial and household refuse. There was frequent provision of slipways to ensure access to the 
water's edge at all levels of the tidal range. Some would have served the many ferry crossings across 
the harbour. Some, such as that excavated at Dundas Wharf, would have served a number of 
properties with connecting passages leading into the slipway itself (Fig. 4) . 

On both the Dundas Wharf and Canynges House excavations, and to an extent on an 
excavation by Bristol Bridge (no. 20 on Fig. 2) carried out in 1981, as well as on subsequent 
excavations in this area, palaeoenvironmental sampling programmes were seen as key elements of 
the project. The first results for the Dundas Wharf site have been published and have revealed good 
evidence for the presence of dye waste, such as spent madder, dyers greenweed and weld (Jones 
and Watson 1987) . Timber revetrnents and other structures have provided a good insight into the 
development of carpentry techniques from the 12th century onwards. Some timber structures 
will have had specific functions, such as the wooden barrels found at Dundas Wharf which may 
have been used in the tanning process (Good 1991, 40) and a possible timber latrine attached to 
the rear of one of the properties. The re-use of former ship and boat fragments was common, seen 
most notably at the Bristol Bridge site where a series of ships timbers was re-used in the 
construction of a back-braced revetment (Williams 1982). 

However, while there have been overview reports which interpret the evidence retrieved from 
these waterfront sites (e.g. Jones 1991) there is still a major unprocessed backlog of material from 
many of these sites. It will be important to examine this in detail for the evidence it can produce 
for the economy of this area, noted for its cloth-finishing industry, and for the changing 
environmental conditions and land use of the Redcliffe area as a whole. The concentration on fine 
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sieving of all major deposits has meant also that we could obtain a detailed insight into the diet of 
the medieval inhabitants of Redcliffe and into the distribution and degree of local consumption of 
foodstuffs such as imported fish and fruit. 

Despite the lack of an overall synthesis from these sites, the picture that is emerging from the 
work in Redcliffe is one of rapid but relatively unplanned development of the waterfront from the 
early 12th century onwards, with the possible exception of earlier settlement around the southern 
bridgehead as suggested above. Settlement may well have extended southwards from the area close 
to the bridge from at least as early as c.1120, based on dendrochronological evidence (Nicholson 
and Hillam 1987, 141 ), with the whole of Redcliff Street built up by the end of the 12th century. 
The substantial stone or timber revetments built following plot expansion into the river formed 
essentially private quays for the mooring of individual owners' boats, in marked contrast to the 
public quays across the river at Welsh Back and along the Frame. 

Relatively little work has been carried out along the main public quays on Welsh Back and the 
Frame. Excavation took place in 1995 at the north end of Welsh Back, on the former site of the 
14th-century Spicer's Hall (no. 21 on Fig. 2), which was given to the town in 1377 and was 
subsequently used for the storage of strangers' goods before their release on the market (Blockley 
1996) . The excavation demonstrated that prior to the diversion of the river Fro me in the mid 13th 
century the area had been marginal land, probably marshland subjected to frequent flooding 
although there was evidence for settlement and for the dumping of rubbish. From the second half 
of the 13th century the area was levelled up, presumably to counteract the threat of flooding, and 
timber- and subsequently stone-founded buildings were constructed. Flooding seemed to have 
been a continual problem and flood silts containing large numbers of fish bones were found over 
the floor of one of the 14th-century buildings. While the contemporary waterfront and street were 
not examined, it is presumably from the second half of the 13th century that the quay and Welsh 
Back were formally laid out with associated properties on their western sides. 

Even less work has been carried out on the upper reaches of the Frame and Avon rivers, away 
from the economic activity associated with the main quays. These are nevertheless important areas 
for archaeological study given the likely preservation quality of the prevailing waterlogged 
conditions and their ability to provide key evidence for the local economy and environment. 
However, in 2000, development in Union Street on the north side of the Frame, immediately 
outside the medieval town, provided the opportunity to examine in detail a site (no. 22 on Fig. 2) 
thought to have been developed from the late 12th or early 13th century. It was found that 
an earlier course of the river had been diverted by the construction of a river wall, possibly serving 
as a quay. An industrial complex was established in the late 12th century with stone hearths 
and a circular furnace structure, possibly a dye vat base. In the late 13th or early 14th century this 
complex was replaced by a stone building constructed of yellow Lias and roofed in slate. It must 
have been an imposing building, sited on a bend in the river, across the river from the castle. It 
may have been the house of the Wilcocks family, first mentioned in 1394 and described in 1546 as 
a 'mansion and brewhouse' (Williams 2000, 143-4). The house had been demolished by the late 
17th century and replaced by a complex of buildings known as 'New Buildings'. The main road 
running past the site, Union Street, was laid out in 1771 and buildings were constructed alongside 
it. From the 1840s the Frys' chocolate factory occupied the site. 

As part of the investigations of 2000 a comprehensive programme of palaeoenvironmental 
and geoarchaeological sampling was carried out. The final results are expected to be published in 
the near future, but preliminary assessment suggests that the botanical and insect remains survive 
well from the waterlogged samples and will provide good evidence for diet and local environment. 
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Fig. 4: Dundas Wharf, Redcliffe: medieval slipway (photograph Bristol City Museum). 
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For example, the fill of one pit, contemporary with the earliest phase of settlement, produced 
remains of bran and fruit and of fly pupae and beetles and cess material. The assemblage of 
mammal and fish bone suggested the high status of the inhabitants of the medieval house, with 
the presence of expensive cuts of meat as well as a possible hunting trophy recovered from a later 
medieval context. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EARLY MODERN CI1Y 

Much of the work over the last 25 years and more has concentrated upon the examination of the 
medieval historic core of the city. There has, until fairly recently, been relatively little archaeo
logical study of the equally important physical, social and economic development of the city in 
the early modern and post-medieval period. There are notable exceptions: the work of Reg Jackson 
and Roger Price in establishing a chronology for the important Bristol clay pipe industry still 
stands as an important reference work (Jackson and Price 1974). The same authors, together with 
Philomena Jackson, also produced an important study of Bristol potteries from the beginning of 
the 17th century (Jackson et al. 1982). However, these studies of particular artefact types and their 
production have stood largely unmatched by parallel studies into the development of Bristol's 
urban landscape and its economy, especially in the period following the Restoration when Bristol 
once again regained much of its importance on the world stage. This is in contrast to the works of 
historical synthesis which have done much to answer important questions about the city's 
industrial and economic heritage from the 17th century onwards. 

The balance is now being redressed. Roger Leech's ongoing work on town houses and his 
recognition of the survival of the second houses of the urban elite, the so-called summer houses or 
garden houses, does much to enhance our understanding of the role and influence of the social 
elite in the city of this period. It also helps us to understand just how the suburban hinterland 
immediately surrounding the medieval city came to be developed. His analysis, for example, of the 
historic landscape of the St Michael's Hill precinct of the University of Bristol, the aim of which 
was 'to provide an understanding of the historical archaeology contained within the St Michael's 
Hill precinct', has shown how the area changed from a largely rural setting in the medieval period 
to become, after the Civil War, an area favoured by the wealthy as the location of their second 
homes (Leech 2000b ). The picture depicted by Millerd in 1673 can now be looked at in the 
context of this gradual retreat from the centre and the colonisation of the slopes surrounding the 
now crowded medieval core (Fig. 5) . 

The development of new industries in Bristol has also been recognised as of paramount 
importance in establishing the city's powerful position in the late 17th and 18th centuries. 
Joan Day's work on the development of the brass industry in Bristol is pioneering in this respect 
(Day, 1973). 

Recently, following many years of documentary research into the development of the equally 
important glass-working industry, it has been possible to examine archaeologically a few key sites 
and there is the likelihood that there will be further opportunities in the near future. The Soap 
Boilers' glasshouse in St Philips was established in 1715 by a consortium of soap makers in Cheese 
Lane (now Avon Street) making bottle glass. A second glasshouse was soon constructed alongside 
for the manufacture of crown glass. In 1720 the Hoopers glasshouse was founded by a consortium 
including hoopers and a barber surgeon as well as a glass maker, several merchants and a soap 
maker. In 1853 the earlier of the soap boilers' glasshouses amalgamated with the Hoopers 
glasshouse, then Powell's glasshouse, and in the 1860s the company began using the Siemen's 
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Fig. 5: Detail from ]acob Millerd's Exact Delineation of the Famous Cittie of Bristol (1673 ). 

regenerative furnace, a revolutionary new technique in glass production. Limited archaeological 
works in 1988- 9 revealed the excellent survival of the main elements of these manufacturing sites, 
including a series of three or four annealing ovens and possible elements of the Siemen's furnace 
(no. 23 on Fig. 2). Quantities of stamped bricks, glass bottle waste, plaster moulds and cullet were 
also recovered (Egan 1989, 61 ). Unfortunately this initial work was not fully published and one of 
the glasshouses was destroyed during the construction of a major office development. However, 
more recent evaluation of the rest of the site as part of a planned comprehensive redevelopment 
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scheme for this area has shown that much of the remaining glasshouses survives intact (Dawkes 
2002). More comprehensive archaeological works are therefore planned to recover the full extent 
of the surviving glasshouses and to investigate the development of the glass-working process as far 
as it has survived the continual rebuilding and modification that characterise historic glasshouses. 

Work in 2001 on one of the earliest glasshouses in Bristol revealed traces of a possibly late 
17th-century glassworks, with fragmentary traces of a glass cone of this period (no. 24 on Fig. 2). 
By 1736 it had been taken over by Sir Abraham Elton, one of the foremost of the merchant elite of 
the time, showing how profitable this industry had become (Fig. 6). Contemporary newspaper 
reports indicated that the cone had collapsed during repair. Detailed analysis of the glass-working 
waste suggested a change in technology between the earlier and later periods of glass production 
(Jackson 2005). The glassworks survived until the early 19th century when the glass cone was 
demolished. From the mid 19th century the site was used for the manufacture of lead sheet and 
pipe. The lead works survived until 1994 and the construction and modification of these works 
had caused considerable damage to the underlying archaeology. 

Initial evaluation has been carried out of a glass-working site at Portwall Lane, immediately 
inside the line of the medieval Portwall (no. 25 on Fig. 2). Little is known of this glasshouse. 
Cartographic evidence suggests that a glassworks existed by 1786, later augmented by a second 
glass cone by 1797. The preliminary work has suggested that these glassworks are likely to survive 

Fig. 6: General view of Cheese Lane glassworks during excavation in 2001 (photograph Bristol and 
Region Archaeological Services) . 
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in a good state of preservation and further work is planned for this site (Townsend 2002). 
Similarly, further archaeological work is anticipated at the site of possibly Bristol's earliest 
glasshouse at Reddiff Wharf, where earlier limited works had uncovered a small part of Vigor and 
Steven's glasshouse, possibly in existence as early as 1673 (Ponsford et al. 1989, 44). 

The enormous changes to the landscape of the area known as Canon's Marsh have been the 
subject of considerable archaeological study in recent years, in advance of current regeneration. 
This area, which lay within the estate of the abbey of St Augustine and afterwards was part of the 
dean and chapter lands, was primarily in agricultural use throughout the medieval period, crops of 
hay being recorded in the abbey records for 1491-2, for example (Beachcroft and Sabin 1938, 
276-7). Major changes to this landscape were taking place from the late 17th century. A dock 
Limekiln Dock was constructed at the western end of Canon's Marsh by 1693 while further docks 
had been constructed along the river Frame at the eastern end of the marsh by 17 42. Excavation in 
2000 in the eastern part of the marsh revealed part of a formal garden, probably of the late 17th or 
early 18th century and recorded by Jean Rocque in 1742 (no. 26 on Fig. 2). Later 18th- and 19th
century buildings were also investigated, some of which were certainly industrial in character, 
possibly used in the processing of timber (Parry 2001 ). Further excavation to the west (no. 27 on 
Fig. 2) revealed part of a ropewalk and other features that may have been part of the rope-making 
process (Williams 1997, 82). At the western end of the marsh the Bristol and Clifton Oil 
Gas Company was founded in 1823, manufacturing gas from whale oil (no. 28 on Fig. 2) . From 
1836 the process was altered to accommodate the use of coal, after the use of whale oil 
became uneconomic. Before and during the necessary decontamination of the gasworks site, a 
comprehensive archaeological study was carried out, including analysis of the many records 
relating to the works and a detailed survey of the surviving elements (Croft 2000 3 7-48) . The very 
nature of gas production meant that the works were heavily modified and expanded over time and 
six phases of construction and modification were identified. 

Further work is planned in the Canon's Marsh area, to elucidate in particular previously 
identified medieval structures and features towards the northern end of the marsh. However, the 
picture is now emerging of an area subject to seasonal flooding throughout the medieval period, 
but probably protected from the worst excesses of the tide by river banks and further provided with 
drainage ditches. By the late 17th or early 18th century, encroachment on the marsh seems to have 
begun with the construction of some housing and industrial premises, including a ropewalk and 
at least one formal garden. Further industrialisation occurred throughout the 19th century, 
probably on a fairly piecemeal basis until the improvement in port facilities in the late 19th 
century and the establishment of a rail access to the marsh in 1906. 

From the end of the 17th century, it became increasingly clear to the Bristol city corporation 
and the merchants that the old port, centred upon the quay and Welsh Back, was becoming 
increasingly outmoded. The formerly advantageous factors of extreme tidal range and the distance 
of the port from the mouth of the Severn were now becoming impediments to the efficient 
operation of the port as ships became larger and the risks of running aground on the banks of the 
Avon became greater. Even before this, in the 16th and 17th centuries, the area of the working port 
was being expanded with the construction in the 16th century of St Clement's Dock on the east 
bank of the Frame, immediately to the south of the Marsh Wall. This appears to have been 
abandoned soon after the launch in 1581 of the Minion, the last ship to be built there. 
Immediately to the north was Robert Aldworth's Dock, built c.1625 and infilled c.1687. These 
docks lay in an area noted for its shipbuilding activities from at least the late medieval period 
onwards. Archaeological observation during construction works in the 1950s recorded large 
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numbers of ships timbers. Formal excavation in 1978-9 (Good 1987) recovered evidence for both 
Aldworth's Dock and St Clement's Dock with the ribs of a carvel-built boat resting at the base of 
the former (no. 29 on Fig. 2). 

Throughout the 18th century and later attempts were made to arrest the slow decline of the 
port by expanding the area of the working port to the south and west: as we have seen, new docks 
were built on the west side of the Frame at Canon's Marsh. Docks were also created on the south 
bank, in the area known as Wapping, a previously marshy area, notably Albion Dock constructed 
in 1820 and the Great Western Dock, home of the S.S. Great Britain, constructed from 1839. Most 
radical was the construction in 1712, by Joshua Franklyn, of a wet dock within the old Roman 
port at Sea Mills. This venture failed because of its remote location c. 5 km from the old docks. 
New docks were created in Hotwells, on the north bank of the Avon, such as the wet dock created 
by the industrialist William Champion between 1762 and 1768. While this dock was not an initial 
success, it was bought by the Society of Merchant Venturers who renamed it Merchants Dock. 
Evidently they made it a successful base for shipbuilding and repair, especially of naval vessels. 
Excavation to the east of this dock (no. 30 on Fig. 2) investigated a number of buildings, some 
with intact wooden floors and box drains, dated to the late 18th and 19th centuries (Erskine and 
Prosser 1997). Some of these may have been used for the housing of livestock while the name 
Deal Yard, which lay within the site, suggests that the processing or treating of timber was also 
being carried out here. 

Complementing Roger Leech's work on urban housing is the need to augment our existing 
knowledge of the material culture of the poorest classes in relation to the often inadequately 
recorded slum or artisan housing of the urban poor in the early modern and post-medieval 
periods. Their lives and living conditions are rarely mentioned in documentary sources, or only 
through the eyes of those with an obvious bias in their reporting. For instance, it would be 
interesting to examine the living conditions of the immigrant communities who swelled Bristol's 
population during the late 18th and 19th centuries. 

It has been estimated that the population of Bedminster increased twenty-five fold in the 
course of the 19th century. Archaeological work in 2002 in the north end of the suburb (no. 31 on 
Fig. 2) has provided an insight into the lives of the inhabitants of the small one-room cottages 
which lined Boot Lane, a small lane off the main thoroughfare, from the end of the 18th century. 
There a hitherto unsuspected small pottery kiln was found, established by 1780, possibly under 
the auspices of Nathaniel lreson of Wincanton. Ireson, the owner of the Wincanton delft and red 
ware pottery, also owned property on the opposite side of Boot Lane. It may well be that the 
excavated housing was provided to cater for the workforce of this pottery. The housing consisted of 
single rooms on the ground floor, presumably with others above. Space was limited and privies 
were communal, provided at each end of the common courtyard (Parry 2004) . It will be 
interesting when all the specialist studies have been fully assessed to look at the material culture of 
a section of society which only marginally exists in the documentary record. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has attempted to set out the huge breadth of work that has taken place in the 25 and 
more years that have been its focus . A number of major issues stand out, not least of which is the 
absence of major assessment and synthesis of some of the most important excavations carried out 
in that period. Without these it is difficult to formulate research frameworks to build upon 
and challenge some of the accepted ideas to date. Also it is hoped that a move away from 
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a below-ground bias in the medieval city centre has been demonstrated, although this is still of 
huge importance, to a wider examination of its hinterland as well as to a study of the standing 
buildings, from the ordinary to the most grand. The antecedents of Bristol and the understanding 
of the landscape from the earliest prehistoric periods onwards are equally deserving of our 
research. There is much which has been done and much still to do to place medieval and later 
Bristol, a mere 1000 years of time, into the context of human settlement which encompasses many 
millennia of human activity in the area. 
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Gloucester 
Carolyn Heighway 

Had a person of judgment been present when these things were discovered, many curious particulars 
might have been preserved 

Samuel Rudder, New History of Gloucestershire (Cirencester, 1779). 

I hope that whoever has the task of updating this historical survey after the next phase of excavation in 
some 10 years time will feel that we have done justice within our own lights and limitations to the 2000 
years and more of human development that is Gloucester 
Malcolm Atkin, 'Gloucester Archaeology 1900-1990: An Historical Review', Trans. BGAS 110 (1992) . 

THE ORGANISATION OF ARCHAEOLOGY IN GLOUCESTER 

The history of archaeological research in Gloucester was surveyed about ten years ago by 
Malcolm Atkin (1992a) and need not be retold here. In summary, key events were the creation of 
the Gloucester Roman Research Committee in the 1930s, the appointment of a Museum 
Archaeological Assistant from 1951, the formation of the Gloucester and District Archaeological 
Research Group (GADARG) in 1967; and the appointment of a Field Archaeologist, Henry Hurst, 
in 1968. The building boom of the late 60s occasioned seven years of unremitting excavation. 
Those 'Rescue' years, 1967-1974, with all their problems (underfunding, lack of time, inadequate 
premises) gained an unprecedented amount of new information about the past of Gloucester. 

In 1973 an Excavation Unit was set up with a staff offour. One of the Unit's first creations was 
a policy document (Heighway 1974). By then one quarter of the walled city had already been 
developed. Impending redevelopment, by contrast, involved a comparatively modest area - indeed 
some of these sites are still not developed 30 years later. In a sense the Unit was created too late. 

Nevertheless, there was plenty to do. The city was spreading outwards, and in the last 25 years 
hundreds of sites have been investigated in the suburbs and still further out in the city district 
(Atkin 1992a, 29; e.g. Sermon 1996, 12). The historic hunterland is now better understood: the 
number of known Iron-Age sites has greatly increased, and there seems to have been a ring of villas 
about 1 km from the colonia (Atkin 1986). The search for 'centuriation' has had negative results
but there is some evidence that after the Roman conquest, the countryside was re-organised to 
serve the Roman town (Thomas et al. 2003) and must have been exploited differently after the 
town fell into disuse (Atkin 1992a, 29-30) . 

The archaeologists with responsibility for Gloucester spanned the whole range of historic 
interests, and in the right order. Henry Hurst, a Romanist, was followed by myself (1974-81 ), with 
an interest in the Anglo-Saxon and medieval period. After a few years when archaeology was 
managed from Bristol by Western Archaeological Trust, the Unit was re-created in 1985 with the 
appointment of Malcolm Atkin, a post-medievalist (Atkin 1988b ). Malcolm also began marketing 
archaeology to developers (e.g. Atkin 19 88a) with the aim of encouraging developer funding - a 
principle which with PPG 16 became part of the planning process in November 1990. Since 1995 
Malcolm's successor Richard Sermon has been consolidating the mass of information accumulated 
by his predecessors and has set up the Urban Archaeological Database. 

In 2004 archaeology in Gloucester was again re-organised. Most projects are now contracted 
to outside agencies, and a reduced staff, now the Heritage and Museums Service Historic 
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Environment Team, is responsible for planning advice and education. The Urban Database, or 
Historic Environment Record (HER), is maintained by Phil Greatorix as Historic Environment 
Record Officer (HERO). 

The Urban Database (Historic Environment Record) 

The database originated as a card index in the 1950s; it was augmented and mapped by Yvette 
Staelens c.1980 and is now entered into a GIS system. Archaeological data can be retrieved from 
the system in a number of ways, and there are associated maps including the principal 19th
century historic maps of the city. Eventually the database will include overlays of original 
excavation site plans in their actual locations; all this information can be displayed and printed. 
Records from adjacent sites can be combined or compared (Sermon 1999, 25) . 

Watching Briefs 

Archaeological watching briefs in the last 25 years have usually been done by Patrick Garrod, in 
various guises (as a volunteer, as the Unit's field archaeologist, and now again as a volunteer). 
Patrick knows buried Gloucester better than most of us know it today, and he has contributed an 
enormous amount of information over the years (see Fig. 1 ). Many of the so-called 'Minor Sites' 
were published in 1984 (Garrod and Heighway 1984); others have been reported as summaries in 
the annual reports in Glevensis and the Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological 
Society. 

Fig. 1: Archaeological watching brief: street levels from 1st to 20th century in a sewer shaft in Northgate 
Street (photograph Patrick Garrod 1976). 
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Archaeological watching briefs in Gloucester have been a success. They have contributed 
greatly to the stock of information; they are numerous and they are cheap. Their disadvantage is 
that they deal with exceptionally small segments of information and so are difficult both to 
interpret and to publish coherently, and the text summaries which are usually the only published 
record seldom include the very eloquent drawings, particularly sections, which constitute the most 
important part of the field record. A paramount value of the Urban Database will be to provide a 
mode of access to the dataset of small sites and so to enable full use of these. 

Buildings 

The last 15 years have seen much recording work at Gloucester Cathedral, where archaeological 
recording always precedes maintenance and stone repair. Though the archaeology has to follow 
the repair programme and so is inevitably piecemeal, a picture is building up of how the great 
Romanesque church was adapted into a gothic one. There is also a good deal of information about 
medieval building technique including stone use and quarry extraction methods (e.g. Bagshaw, 
Heighway and Price 2004). Reports on the archaeological work are deposited in the cathedral and 
city libraries and also with the Urban Database. An overall assessment of the whole cathedral 
precinct (which forms an integral part of the Urban Database) is also available in these libraries 
(Heighway 2001). Recently the cathedral dean and chapter produced a conservation plan which 
includes a re-assessment by Richard Morris of all the precinct buildings (Morris 2003). The 
precinct contains an outstanding collection of medieval and late medieval buildings which mostly 
remain unrecorded. 1 

The archaeology of the standing buildings of the town has never achieved the same attention 
from archaeologists as the below-ground work, in spite of PPG 15. Much of Gloucester's historic 
building stock is hidden from view, which can mean a valuable historical resource is neglected 
until too late. In the early 1980s the then curator of the Folk Museum, Stuart Davies, started a 
register and archive of Gloucester's historic buildings. This is not currently maintained, but 
remains a useful if incomplete archive of historic buildings (the Urban Database includes only 
standing buildings which are Listed). The Gloucester Civic Trust Survey Group remains active in 
the field of identifying and surveying historic buildings. Individual surveys have been 
commissioned by the city council of various buildings in its care, including Llanthony Priory, 
the chapel of St Mary Magdalen's Hospital, and the structures of the King's Board and Scriven's 
Conduit (pers. comm. Phil Moss) . Number 26 Westgate Street, the spectacular 16th-century house 
in Maverdine Lane, has been surveyed for English Heritage (Price 1994) . In 1991 the Gloucester 
Excavation Unit carried out a rapid building survey of the south-western quadrant of the town as 
part of archaeological surveys related to the proposed Blackfriars development; this exercise 
produced much new information. At 47-9 Westgate Street the early 18th-century building stands 
above a large 13th-century undercroft, and an unprepossessing building at 33 Westgate Street 
(Fig. 2) incorporates a two-bay timber-framed building with a small stone undercroft 
(Atkin 1992b, 41; Moss 1993, 53, 56). The discoveries demonstrate how much potential there 
is for further survey of Gloucester's building stock. 

Publication 

By 1979 Henry Hurst had published three interim reports and an overview (Hurst 1972; 1974; 
1975; 1976). Since then volumes have appeared on Kingsholm (Hurst 1985); the defences (Hurst 
1986); the North and East gates (Heighway 1983); and St Oswald's Priory (Heighway and Bryant 
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Fig. 2: Number 33 Westgate Street (drawing and recording by Phil Moss). 

1999), as well as articles and shorter publications: Malcolm Atkin (1992a) has provided an 
overview of previous work with bibliography. A number of significant sites of the 1990s have still 
not been published, including excavations at Gambier Parry Lodge and at Lower Quay Street, but 
efforts continue to address the problem. With hindsight the most serious gap in the publication 
record is Henry Hurst's Berkeley Street excavations which remain the only city excavation to 
examine tenements sites from the Roman through to the medieval period (Hurst 1974, 23-7; 
Atkin 1992a, 25). 

TELLING THE STORY: CHANGES IN PERCEPTION OF GLOUCESTER'S TOPOGRAPHY 

The topographical development of the town is a particular interest of mine, and this section will 
present changes in perspective which have emerged in the last 25 years. 

The first topographical maps for Roman Gloucester appeared in Henry Hurst's interim report 
(Hurst 1974, 20-22) . These did not cover the area outside the Roman walls, which of course 
include a good part of the activities of Roman Gloucester and indeed of all periods. Nevertheless, 
maps of this kind raise questions which can help to inform future research designs. For instance, 
the Roman 4th-century map was very nearly blank, and has never been published. The emptiness 
may result from the inherent uncertainties of pottery dating, or a bias of deposit survival, but it is 
possible that it is indicative of the economic contrast between the 4th and 2nd centuries in Roman 
Gloucester. Eventually these earliest topographical maps will be scanned into the Urban Database. 

On a different scale, in 1984 I published the first series of plans (Figs. 3A-B) to show the 
development of Gloucester's topography (Heighway 1984, .360) . This was very much a collection 
of hypotheses, or even speculations. Twenty years on, I have attempted to update this (Figs. 4A-B) . 
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Fig. 3A: Topographical development of Gloucester c. AD 60 to c. AD 450 as interpreted in 1984 
(Heighway 1984, 360) . The course of the river Severn is after Rowbotham {1978) . 

The drawing has many deficiencies: it is on too small a scale to include the post-medieval period, 
nor can it take into account the now very numerous sites around the town in the district. 

The natural topography of the area of the town of Gloucester forms the background to all 
these studies. The present town is set on a natural promontory overlooking the Severn, and it is 
surprising that evidence of pre-Roman settlement on this promontory has not been more frequent. 
The pre-Roman settlement as discussed below, is on lower ground further to the north. 

An important and influential element of the natural topography was the river Severn and the 
streams that fed into it. The loop of the river which ran closest to the town of Gloucester has long 
since silted up and now forms no part of the town's layout, but in the Roman and medieval period 
this was the position of the quayside and the initiation point of much trade and commerce. In 
1978 Fred Rowbotham, who had extensive knowledge of the river Severn and its behaviour, 
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Fig. 3B: Topographical development of Gloucester c.700 to c.1250 as interpreted in 1984 (Heighway 
1984, 360). The Saxon hundred moot meeting place is an hypothesis (Heighway 1980) . 

proposed that the original junction of two loops of the river was just above Gloucester; this 
would mean that in Roman and Anglo-Saxon times there was one fewer river channel to cross 
(Rowbotham 1978). Rowbotham's river course was adopted in my topographical drawings of 
1984 (Figs. 3A-B) and I have retained it in the more recent drawings (Figs. 4A-B); however, it 
remains a hypothesis which has not been proved (indeed, it is difficult to know what sort of proof 
could be adduced). Rowbotham proposed that the break-through of the third channel occurred 
only in the 12th century, necessitating the building of the Westgate bridge. The adoption of 
Rowbotham's scheme though accepted by an important recent study (Baker and Halt 2004) has 
not been universal: see for instance Hurst (e.g. 1999a, 120 fig. 5) or my own recent topographical 
discussions (e.g. Heighway and Bryant 1999, 3). 

Another important topographic element was the Twyver stream which flowed from the east 
around the city walls and west into the Severn. The contours suggest that the natural course of 
the Twyver would have been to bypass the town slightly to the north (Heighway and Bryant 
1999, 3) .2 It is also likely that the Roman engineers, like their medieval successors, made use of the 
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Fig. 4A: Topographical development of Gloucester c. AD 60 to c. AD 450 as interpreted in 2004. 

spring waters on the nearby Robinswood Hill to bring fresh drinking water to the town by means 
of an aqueduct. 

The most important contribution to topography has been not an archaeological work but a 
synthesis of disciplines, the long-awaited Urban Growth and the Medieval Church, by Nigel Baker 
and Richard Holt {2004). This makes full use of post-medieval maps and documentary evidence as 
well as archaeology and introduces many insights into the topographical and historical past. 

Roman Topography 

The Roman fortress and colonia of Glevum are set on the natural promontory overlooking the river 
Severn, yet it has always been a puzzle that the original fort (or fortress) was located at Kingsholm 
on the lower ground further north. In 1981, a routine watching brief on the area north of 
Kingsholm at Gambier Parry Lodge (sometimes known as Coppice Corner: Hurst 1985, 118) 
uncovered a 1st-century settlement succeeded by a 1st- to 4th-century cemetery. (There is insuf-
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Fig. 4B: Topographical development of Gloucester c. 700 to c.1250 as interpreted in 2004. 

ficient room for this site on Fig. 4A: the information has had to be compressed into the top of the 
drawing.) Although the pottery evidence could be consistent with the settlement being contem
porary with the first fort at Kingsholm (Timby 1999, 38), the presence of Dobunnic coins does 
seem to suggest that this settlement was the primary site that dictated the siting of the first Roman 
fort and hence caused the main line of Ermin Street to head in this direction (Hurst 1999a, 119) . 

Henry Hurst's excavation at Kingsholm (Hurst 1985), and the many watching briefs in the same 
area ( Garrod and Heighway 1984 ), had already in 1984 established a chronology for the Kingsholm 
fort/fortress, showing that it remained in use for a time contemporary with the fortress further 
south at Gloucester. Hurst judged the available evidence too slight to derive fort limits; however 
Malcolm Atkin was more daring (or foolhardy) and proposed a two-phase fort (Atkin 1986). 

The position of cemeteries (Heighway 1980; Hurst 1986a) is significant. For the Roman town, 
it indicates the urban limits at different periods. A cemetery south of the town has recently been 
excavated (Bateman and Williams 2002), and in the last 25 years there have been more discoveries 
of burials in the Kingsholm area (e.g. Hassall and Tomlin 1984). There have also been further 
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discoveries of both cremations and inhumations along London Road including recently two 
tombstones (Tomlin and Hassall 2005, 474-7). 

The Transition from Roman Town to Mid Saxon Settlement: 5th- 9th Centuries 

The question of' continuity' of towns has been endlessly debated in the last 25 years. At Gloucester 
there is no evidence that the Roman town continued to function as an urban place beyond the 
early 5th century. Recent work has not changed this picture. Pockets of occupation continue to 
be evidenced in the 5th century (e.g. on the castle site: Darvill 1988) but the walled area in the 
6th-7th century seems to have been largely deserted except for some agricultural use: the Roman 
west gate for instance may have become a farmstead (site 24/87: Atkin 1992a, 23). 

Nevertheless, it was inevitable that the massive Roman remains continued to have a topo
graphic and cultural influence. The minster founded at Gloucester in 679 may have been 
deliberately placed in a corner of the ruined Roman circuit (though there are alternative sites for 
the old minster: see Hare 1992) . A middle Saxon precinct to the west near the river contained a 
burial mausoleum, later the church of St Mary de Lode, on the site of a Roman public baths 
(Heighway 2003; Bryant and Heighway 2003). 3 At the town centre, a late Roman reorganisation 
involved adaptation of monumental Roman buildings (Heighway in preparation) . 

There were other locations too which were significant in the Saxon period, like the Kingsholm 
cemetery, where a high-status early 5th-century burial remained revered until the lOth century, by 
which time it was close to the site of the Saxon palace. Gloucester was not so much a town as a 
disparate collection of significant foci. 

The Burh 
A crucial event for Gloucester's topographic development was the burh founded at Gloucester by 
JEthelflaed of Mercia c. AD 900. The most convincing surviving evidence for the refurbishment and 
laying out of the burh is still the overall street pattern of the eastern half of the Roman fortress area 
(Hurst 1972; Baker and Halt 2004, 20, 65-7, 347, 351). Yet in spite of all the observations of 
previous decades, no archaeological confirmation for the date of this street pattern has ever been 
found. 

Along with the refurbishing of the Roman town, the burh foundation also involved the 
establishment of a new royal church, the New Minster. This foundation was an integral element of 
the propaganda which accompanied the new military regime. At the time of its foundation the 
church was dedicated to St Peter, but before long a raid into Danish territory in East Anglia gained 
the important relics of St Oswald of Northumbria, which were brought to Gloucester in AD 909 
(Hare 1999, 34- 5). 

Excavations at the New Minster, St Oswald's Priory, took place in 1975-8, with a final season 
in 1983. The standing ruin which is all that remains of JEthelflaed's church was already famous 
when the excavations were finally published (Heighway and Bryant 1999) - part of the elevation 
drawing by Richard Bryant has been reproduced many times and has also been used as the logo 
of the Society of Church Archaeology. The excavations have put Gloucester on the map of 
Anglo-Saxon studies: the minster 'could hardly be more significant for our understanding of the 
first half of the lOth century' (Stacker, 2003, 302); the site is also important for its collection of 
Anglo-Saxon architecture and sculpture. 

St Oswald's must have been a vital element of the early lOth-century topography of the town 
but the excavations did not deal with the site perimeter and defences. Later medieval sources 
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Fig. 5: Gloucester: the medieval town and the Roman street pattern (after Baker and Holt 2004, 30, 
fig. 3.2). Reproduced by permission: Nigel Baker and Ashgate publishing. 

indicate that St Oswald's stood in its own well-defined precinct (Heighway and Bryant 1999, 8), 
but it has never been clear how this precinct related to the defence of the burh. 

The problem is that only the east half of the Roman walled area has the distinctive regular 
pattern which defines it as the burh of AD 900; the same pattern is not evident in the western 
half whose layout seems to ignore the Roman wall altogether. In 1984 I proposed (Garrod 
and Heighway 1984; Heighway 1984, 366- 8) that the Anglo-Saxon burh did not use the western 
wall of the Roman town, but extended down to the river, where it made use of the riverside 
wall and a hypothetical Roman extended circuit. The St Oswald's precinct would have been 
attached to this circuit. Henry Hurst did not accept this; his map of the burh retains the Roman 
walls (Hurst 1986a, 137). I now agree with him, though not for the reasons he gives. I want to 
detail one key aspect; the line of Westgate Street. 

Westgate Street 
Medieval/modem Westgate and Eastgate Streets describe a smooth and continuous line from the 
east gate to the crossing of the river Severn (Fig. 5) . It enters from the east through the Roman east 
gate, but then diverges gently to the north from the Roman line, so that Westgate Street crosses the 
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Roman wall some 40 metres north of the Roman west gate. On its north side, Westgate Street 
follows a row of massive Roman columns which Henry Hurst has recently discussed and inter
preted (cautiously) as a temple colonnade (Hurst 1999b, 157). These columns have apparently 
behaved as a magnet which has distorted the whole main street to the north. 

Also on the north side of Westgate Street, the medieval south boundary of the abbey precinct 
crosses the line of the western Roman wall, describing a straight line from its south-eastern corner 
right to its south-western limit. Neither of these two plan elements, Westgate Street or the abbey 
wall, show any deviations where they cross the Roman wall; they form one plan-unit, to follow 
Baker and Holt terminology, and they must have been created after a considerable section of the 
western wall had been removed. 

Henry Hurst claimed that the removal of the western wall took place c.llOO after the building 
of the Norman abbey (Hurst 1986a, 131 ) . I have in the past argued for a much earlier date 
(Heighway 1984, 361). My main reason for placing this realignment in the 5th century was 
excavation near the Cross (Heighway et al. 1979; Heighway and Garrod 1980) which showed that 
in the late 4th century the buildings north of the Roman street were demolished and levelled 
and timber buildings were erected on the platforms so created. Not long afterwards, in the early 
5th century, the street was eliminated altogether by infilling and by the laying of a metalling over 
it (Fig. 6). It is conceivable that this metalling, which was very well-made, was part of an urban 
planning which included the line of columns as a monumental element. Such major topo
graphical changes seemed to me highly likely to initiate the process which re-routed the line of the 
eastfwest streets. 

There are, however, a number of reasons to place the distortion ofWestgate Street much later. 

1. A charter of AD 925- 6 described St Oswald's defences as 'outside the old wall of the city' (Hare 
1999, 36 and 43 n. 21; Baker and Holt 2004, 100). 

2. Baker and Holt (2004, 65 - 7) point out that the mensuration of the eastern burh street pattern 
indicates that the Roman line of Eastgate Street was still in existence when the streets were laid 
out c. AD 900. 

3. A watching brief of a sewer trench along Westgate Street (see Fig. 7) seemed to show that 
demolition of the western wall was very late (Atkin 1992b, 45-7). It is evident that the wall has 
been re-robbed as late as the 13th century. However for this to happen there must have been 
masonry in the wall at that date, perhaps not far below the surface of the street, so that wearing 
down of the street uncovered the blocks which were both a hazard and a source of stone. In 
turn however this implies that the wall was probably standing well into the post-Roman period. 

4. Baker and Holt (2004, 46- 7) have discussed the plan unit (1.2) along the north side of 
Westgate Street and concluded that it was created in the lOth to the early 11th century. The 
Westgate Street line was thus established by then. 

The evidence pulls two ways and I have concluded we must stop thinking in terms of street limits 
in the medieval or modern sense. After all, we know, also from excavations at 1 Westgate Street, 
that even in the 10th/11th century the southern street frontage was not defined (a lOth-century 
building B3 quite close to the street frontage was at a completely different angle to that frontage, 
retaining the alignment of 9th-century buildings in that area: Heighway et al. 1979, 169). The only 
hypothesis that fits all the evidence is the suggestion of Patrick Garrod (in Atkin 1992b, 45- 6) that 
the north side of the Roman main street moved north in the early 5th century, but the south limit 
remained for some centuries: in other words, there was a wide space between the West and East 
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gates, with no very firm definition except the Roman columns. The burh may well have used the 
Roman walls in the early lOth century when it was created, but not long afterwards the western 
wall was removed, and the plan unit (Baker and Holt's unit 1.2) north ofWestgate Street created. 
This may have happened in the mid lOth century (Heighway 2003, 8) and had certainly happened 
by the early 11th (Baker and Holt 2004, 47, 356). 

Baker and Holt's suggestion (ibid. 69) that the eastern burh layout was centred on the Roman 
Eastgate Street is very interesting. At first sight it seems to conflict with the archaeology. 
Observation of the sewer trench up Eastgate Street (site 4/90: Atkin 1991, 26-9) showed that the 
60 m-long Roman buildings on the north side of Eastgate Street were robbed to foundation level 
before the 11th century. The excavator suggests that the rubble deposits covering the demolished 
building represented road surfaces: in other words the street was already drifting north (Atkin 
1991, 29) . It is possible that the same process could have occurred here as in Westgate Street; the 
buildings north of the Roman street were demolished as early as the early 5th century creating a 
wide space. But in that case, it is hard to see how the new streets of c. AD 900 could have been laid 
out on the Roman street, which would have been out of sight by that time. Was there perhaps a 
feature which perpetuated the line of the Roman street? 

If the 'wide road' hypothesis is correct, the two early churches of St Michael and All Saints are 
sited in the open space (Fig. 6) . St Michael's in particular may have been of early origin: Baker and 
Holt (2004, 109) suggest it was contemporary with the burh foundation . It is very possible that the 
church of St Michael even c. AD 900 perpetuated a relict feature - a stone cross, or a portion 
surviving from a Roman monumental building. This would be in keeping with what is known of 
the late 4th-century/early 5th-century replanning, which not only used the 'Westgate columns' as 
part of the layout, but also involved the deliberate construction of a timber building around a 
column plinth (Heighway and Garrod 1980, 78). 4 The reason for maintaining the plinth is 
unclear, but it is evident that the reorganisation was very much a designed process which adapted 
the previous Roman monuments in specific ways. The site ofSt Michael's Church was occupied by 
stone buildings - it is opposite the centre of the forum facade - and these buildings could have 
been adapted during the urban replanning of the late 4th/early 5th century (Heighway in 
preparation). These in turn would have influenced the siting of the church.5 Thus St Michael's or a 
predecessor feature could have dominated the 9th-century scene just as its 15th-century tower 
dominates the streetscape today. 

Hare Lane 
The regular planning of the streets north of the walled town has been suggested as a late Saxon 
layout: in particular the wide street of Hare Lane has the appearance of an extramural market. 
Michael Hare has made the suggestion that the lack of evidence for a market may result from the 
fact that the wide street was created for quite a different purpose, as a processional way whereby 
kings proceeded in state from the palace at Kingsholm to the minster at Gloucester (Hare 1997). 

Medieval 

Archaeological evaluations and radar scans provided a revised layout for the first castle, putting it 
inside, rather than across, the Roman defences (Hurst 1984; Darvill 1988; Atkin 1991, 10). 
Gloucester Castle must be potentially one of the most significant archaeological monuments, but 
its status as one of Her Majesty's prisons means that archaeological intervention has been rare. 
Some watching briefs have been possible, and there is a great deal to be derived from documentary 
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evidence as Henry Hurst ( 1984) has shown. As a result of evaluations for the 'Blackfriars 
Development' the topography of this south-western quadrant of the town is now much better 
understood. 

The excavations at St Oswald's Priory established the medieval layout of the Augustinian 
priory. The layout of the long-vanished church and claustra! buildings at Llanthony Priory 
(Lianthony Secunda) has been recently established by documentary evidence and archaeological 
evaluation (Watts and Hughes 2004) . 

The 13th-century map of Gloucester looks much the same at a small scale, but there is much 
more detail now available, for instance the plot of the churches and general furniture in the middle 
of medieval Westgate Street (Baker and Halt 2004, 51). The medieval sites are augmented by 
documents. As well as the work of Baker and Halt there is also John Rhodes's edition (2002) of 
the registers of Llanthony Priory. These contain much material for study of the late medieval town. 
More volumes are in hand and new information is still emerging. 

Post-Medieval 

Neglect of the archaeology of the post-medieval town has been corrected to some extent by 
Malcom Atkin (Atkin 1988c; Atkin and Loughlin 1992; Atkin 1992a) . The incorporation of the 
19th-century maps in the Urban Database will provide a prime source of topographical 
information. My topographical map, as I have said before, does not include the post-medieval 
period, but this is largely because there is too much information to summarise: the post-medieval 
town requires a series of maps of its own. It has many champions - Phi! Moss's perspective view of 
the town c.1750 (Fig. 8) is a valuable resource in itself. 

CONCLUSION 

Although a large excavation would be a wonderful boost to Gloucester's archaeology, large projects 
have become rare - and have often failed to materialise after years of preparation, like the 
Blackfriars development. Howevec I believe there is much to be done with the information 
we already have. The Urban Database, in its complete form with all drawings from all projects 
scanned in, has considerable research potential. Although it is funded to provide information for 
planners, it should be used for 'education' as well. We are stakeholders, and its function should 
also be to tell us about our past. 

Analysis of more sites in the waterfront area, including boreholes, could enlarge our under
standing. Malcolm Atkin showed that quite limited excavation could, with additional non-invasive 
methods such as radar scannin~ produce information about the ancient waterfronts. Late Roman 
and indeed all burials could benefit from more detailed analysis: this could throw light on the 
matter of the urban area of the Roman town (Hurst 1986, 116-17), and perhaps the vexed 
question of where everyone was buried in the 5th-9th centuries. A future programme of analysis of 
samples from watching briefs, however smalt was suggested as long ago as 1985 (Straker and 
Heighway 1985). Dense waterlogged black layers described as 'organic material' are often seen in 
the waterfront area. Are they stable sweepings? debris of occupation? animal or human? The 
question 'what do our finds mean?' is worth asking. 

It seems it is not within the remit of the HEROs to carry out synthetic and comparative 
research; once again it is the local archaeological societies whom we call on to the rescue, as in the 
good old days of the late 1960s. Professional archaeology, tied as it is to planning functions, is 
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straitjacketed. Its limited funds cannot always provide the interpretative material to present the 
city's history to the public. 

I return to Malcolm Atkin's question, quoted at the outset: - have we done justice to 
Gloucester's history in the last ten years? Regarding the presentation of archaeology, the answer is
sometimes. The task is not easy. Archaeology may be popular on television, but synthesis and 
explanation are, when it comes to reality, very difficult, especially when the legislation demands 
that archaeologists dig very small holes and make very large pronouncements. 

However, there is plenty to celebrate. The story of medieval Westgate Street is portrayed in 
eloquent signing (Phil Moss again) in Westgate Street and St John's Lane. The medieval market 
buildings and indeed the western Roman city wall are marked out on the street. Llanthony 
Secunda, once the greatest of the countries medieval priories, is emerging with some success from 
its former scrap-yard status. The statue of Nerva in Southgate Street is a modern reminder of the 
Roman past. The Museum has a programme of training digs and museum open days and the 
scheme to reduce access to the Folk Museum to ten weeks a year has been cancelled. 

Yet in 2005 some of Gloucester's finest medieval buildings are again neglected (66 Westgate 
Street), and it seems a shame to reduce access to the Folk Museum, one of Gloucester's finest 
medieval buildings and its most interesting museum. The oldest building of all, St Oswald's Priory 
stands surrounded by a make-shift fence (to guard against falling stone) and is frequently 
vandalised. Its accompanying explanatory panel (by Phil Moss) has been placed some distance 
from the monument on the unfashionable side furthest from the main tourist approach: many 
people do not notice it at all. The site's spectacular collection of late Anglo-Saxon sculpture mostly 
languishes in the Museum basement. 6 The East Gate chamber is seldom open, the explanatory 
plaque has disappeared, and the Roman wall under Bell Walk cannot be viewed because of 
drainage and Health and Safety problems. The great scheme to place Blackfriars at the centre of a 
heritage centre and shopping complex sadly foundered - indeed Blackfriars, 'the most complete 
Dominican Friary in Europe', is only open to the public at limited times by prior appointment. 
Gloucester is still a historic town which keeps its past well hidden. 

Archaeologists have to produce technical reports: money for public display and education is 
seldom available from developer funding. I do not know how to solve this. In any case it is always 
a challenge to make archaeology relevant and interesting to the non specialist. But we should 
attempt meaning and synthesis however difficult and risky that may be. I am reminded of Patrick 
Garrod, who viewing a heap of 9th-century wattle fencing, remarked, 'you spend three hours with 
a trowel and all you've got is an unlit bonfire'. 
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NOTES 

1. A survey of the 'Parliament Room' by Rochelle Rowell forms part of her Ph.D. thesis The Archaeology of 
late Monastic Hospitality' (York University, 2000) and is available in the cathedral library. 

2. Fulbrook-Leggatt (1964) thought that the whole of the last 3 km (1.5 miles) of the Twyver was an 
artificial diversion, probably of Roman date: the evidence for canalisation is unequivocal but may 
represent alteration rather than diversion of the entire stream. 
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3. John Blair has recently offered the interesting suggestion that, since the dating evidence is so uncertain, 
the 'mausoleum' may have been a product of the 7th century and may have accompanied the founding of 
the minster of St Peter in 679: Blair 2005, 31 note 90. 

4. We suggested it was being used as a table, but was it really this mundane? 
5. Baker and Halt's research (2004, 52) seems to indicate that the medieval St Michael's church had its west 

side at the east side of the 15th-century tower, and was therefore not on the Roman frontage. However 
John Rhodes (pers. comm.) in his research on the Llanthony registers has found evidence that the tower 
was actually built inside the footprint of the medieval church, whose west door would have been after all 
on the Roman frontage of 'Roman Northgate street'. 

6. Since this review was composed the Gloucester city council has restored St Oswald's ruin and landscaped 
the surrounding ground. 
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The View from the Gloucestershire Archaeology Service 
]an Wills 

INTRODUCTION 

Twenty-five years ago archaeology in Gloucestershire was organised very differently from today, 
and the county council had yet to appoint an archaeologist to its staff. From the early 1980s, 
minutes of meetings of the Committee for Archaeology in Gloucestershire show concern about 
development proposals affecting significant archaeological sites in the county and the lack of 
resources to cope with them. Long before 1980 many local authorities in historic towns had 
reacted to concerns about the comprehensive urban redevelopment of the early post-War period 
and the consequent destruction of archaeological sites, by creating archaeological units to carry out 
excavation in advance of development. Many county councils such as Oxfordshire had also taken 
the lead in the early development of Sites and Monuments Records (SMRs). The emphasis at this 
time was on rescue excavation, i.e. dealing with the consequences of development that had already 
been agreed, and such resources that were available came from public funds, mainly from the 
Department of the Environment and also for a time through employment schemes run by the 
Manpower Services Commission. In Gloucestershire major excavation projects were organised by a 
regional archaeological unit, the Committee for Rescue Archaeology in Avon, Gloucestershire and 
Somerset (subsequently known as Western Archaeological Trust), by the Gloucester Excavation 
Unit or by unpaid amateur archaeologists. On the national scene the implications of the then new 
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 were not yet clear. 

This paper, written following the conference, is a brief review of some of the changes affecting 
the archaeology of Gloucestershire over the last 25 years, focusing in particular on the work of the 
Gloucestershire County Council Archaeology Service. 

RECORDING THE LANDSCAPE OF THE PAST: FROM SMRS TO HERS 

The beginnings of the Archaeology Service in Gloucestershire can be identified in 1982 when the 
county council, with funding from the Department of the Environment, appointed the first Sites 
and Monuments Record Officer for the county. Work began on a computerised record of 
archaeological sites, starting with the Ordnance Survey records and an important local index 
created by the Gloucester and District Archaeological Research Group. This computerised record, 
together with its paper maps depicting the location of recorded sites and archive files, was the last 
but one SMR to be created in England, full coverage of the country finally being achieved in the 
mid 1980s. 

Although it initially focussed on archaeological field monuments, the content of the SMR has 
developed over time to include all types of evidence of the human past. It consequently contains 
information on archaeological sites, historic buildings, urban archaeological deposits, the historic 
landscape and historic settlements, covering all periods from the earliest prehistory to a notional 
cut-off date of the Second World War. This broadening of content is reflected in the current 
national re-branding of SMRs as Historic Environment Records (HERs). 

One of the advantages of the late creation of the Gloucestershire SMR was that it began life as 
a computerised rather than a paper record. During its 23 years computing has moved on, allowing 
more sophisticated data structures and retrieval mechanisms to be employed, and, with the advent 
of Geographical Information Systems (GIS), improved mapping of information. At the time of 
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writing the Gloucestershire SMR uses an Oracle database and ArchGIS, and holds information on 
over 43,000 items of historic environment data. 

In 1982 the SMR was designed as a technical record to be used by professional archaeological 
staff primarily as a means of identifying threats and problems affecting archaeological sites. It is 
still the case that the main users of the SMR are the staff of the Archaeology Service for whom it is 
the key source of archaeological information underpinning their advisory role. It is also widely 
used by developers and their consultants, who obtain information in order to satisfy the 
requirements of the planning system, and by land owners and managers, school children, 
students, researchers and the general public. 

The slender resources available to the SMR in 1982 were further diminished by the need for 
the SMR Officer to spend time dealing with threats and problems affecting the archaeology of the 
county. In recognition of this the post of County Archaeologist was created in 1985 and an 
additional member of staff appointed. Since then, the County Archaeology Service has grown to an 
average staffing level of 20, two thirds of whom are funded from external sources. The range of 
work carried out includes the curation of the SMR; an advisory service providing archaeological 
advice on development and land management; archaeological survey and other strategic projects; 
development- led archaeological fieldwork; outreach and education; and the recording of finds 
under the Portable Antiquities Scheme. 

INFLUENCING THE FUTURE: ARCHAEOLOGICAL ADVICE IN THE PLANNING SYSTEM 

One of the most important aspects of the Archaeology Service's advisory role is the protection of 
archaeological sites through the use of the planning system. During the extensive urban 
redevelopment and growth of the 1960s and 1970s there was little scope through archaeological 
or planning legislation to protect sites from damaging development. Where possible rescue 
archaeology, involving excavation or watching briefs, was undertaken in advance of or during 
development but inadequate funding meant that many sites were developed without prior recording. 
Where funding for excavation was available this was often insufficient to ensure that the results of 
the work were written up for publication, leading to large backlogs of unpublished material. 

Change came with the introduction of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas 
Act in 1979. For the first time nationally important sites, which had been scheduled as ancient 
monuments, could be protected from damaging development and preserved in situ. One of the 
first public inquiries under the provisions of this Act was held in Gloucestershire in 1987 following 
development proposals affecting the Neolithic henge at Condicote in the north of the county. 

For the vast majority of archaeological sites in the county, however, improved protection had 
to wait until changes took place in the planning system. Incremental improvements during the 
1980s culminated with the publication of the long awaited Planning Policy Guidance Note (PPG) 
16, Archaeology and Planning, in 1990. This is one of a series of advisory documents through which 
central government sets out its policy on key planning issues, and it succinctly articulates the place 
of archaeology as a material consideration in the planning system. It characterises archaeology as a 
finite and non-renewable resource fundamentally at risk from damage or destruction caused by 
development and sets out the mechanisms through which these development pressures can be 
controlled by the planning system. Key aspects of PPG 16 include a presumption in favour of the 
preservation of nationally important archaeological remains, whether scheduled or not; the need 
for archaeological policies in development plans; procedures for the assessment of the impact of 
individual development proposals on archaeology through desk-based and field evaluation; and 
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a model planning condition to secure archaeological recording in advance of development which 
puts the onus on the developer to commission this work. PPG 16 also established the importance 
of local authority archaeological services by identifying SMRs and County Archaeologists as the 
main sources of archaeological information and advice in the planning process. 

Since 1990 the planning system has become an effective mechanism for protecting 
archaeological sites from development in Gloucestershire, and the systematic assessment of the 
impact of development on archaeology within the terms of PPG 16 is now a routine part of the 
planning process. We have an input into local strategic plans, both in advising on policies to 
provide the framework for decisions on individual development proposals and in looking at 
the proposed allocations of land for development at the draft plan stage. In development control 
we advise the county and district planning authorities on the archaeological implications of 
development, assessing 8-10,000 applications each year. In 2004 we provided archaeological 
advice on 1,186 planning cases, a small number of which were refused planning permission on 
archaeological grounds, and provided over 100 briefs for archaeological work. The cost of these 
processes are shared by the local authority which provides the advisory service, and the developer 
who has to commission archaeological assessments, evaluations, or other recording once a 
permission has been given and also to ensure that such work is taken on through post-excavation 
to publication. 

The important emphasis on preservation in situ in PPG 16 means that there is a realistic 
opportunity to preserve important sites through the refusal of planning permission on archaeo
logical grounds. However, since 1990 there has also been an unprecedented amount of 
archaeological excavation both in Gloucestershire and elsewhere, and the vast majority 
of archaeological recording is now a consequence of the advice given to planning authorities by 
local authority archaeologists and is carried out to briefs which they provide. An example of this is the 
recent A417/419 road improvement scheme which generated the most extensive archaeological 
recording project to date in Gloucestershire, examining a transect across the Cotswolds and the Upper 
Thames Valley (Mudd et al. 1999). 

These changes in the planning system have had many other consequences for the practice of 
archaeology, too many to be discussed in detail here. Amongst them reference must however be 
made to the much more extensive sampling of the archaeological landscape through evaluation in 
advance of development, leading to the discovery of entirely new settlements and other human 
activity, often in areas previously devoid of such evidence. The way professional archaeology is 
organised has also changed as the transfer of responsibility for the funding of archaeological work 
to the developer has led to the emergence of a multiplicity of archaeological companies and 
consultancies tendering competitively for this work. 

Parallel advice on historic buildings and conservation areas, PPG 15 entitled Planning and the 
Historic Environment, was introduced in 1994. Although this provides much important advice on 
the management of the built historic environment some aspects of this document, especially the 
opportunities to secure the assessment and recording of historic building in advance of 
development, have not been implemented as widely as they might have been. 

THE RURAL LANDSCAPE AT RISK 

Through much of the last 25 years there has been a concentration on improving the way in which 
archaeology can be protected from development through the planning system, with considerable 
success as outlined above. However, many of the processes which damage archaeology in the rural 
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landscape cannot be controlled by the planning system, and the ancient monuments legislation 
does not adequately protect even scheduled monuments from damage by cultivation. By 1980 this 
problem had been the subject of a study which examined the condition of rural archaeological 
sites, and in particular the effects of arable cultivation, in the Cotswolds (Saville 1980). The major 
problem of ploughing, even on scheduled monuments, led to the excavation at the Neolithic 
chambered tomb of Hazleton (Saville 1990) as, at the time, there was no mechanism- other than 
excavation - for dealing with this problem. More effective ways to protect rural archaeological sites 
have only recently been secured. As government subsidy moves from agricultural production to 
environmental protection, the sustainable management of archaeological sites has become one of 
the objectives of agri-environment schemes. Through Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) 
schemes and Countryside Stewardship (CS) farmers have been able to receive payments for, for 
example, taking important archaeological sites out of arable cultivation or managing vegetation 
and erosion. In Gloucestershire we have been advising on ESAs and CS for over 10 years, and the 
appointment of a Countryside Archaeological Adviser in 2000 enabled us to make significant 
advances in taking vulnerable archaeological sites out of arable cultivation. Environmental 
Stewardship, which replaced all previous schemes in early 2005, provides for statutory 
consultation with local authority archaeological advisers, and archaeological site management 
options are a significant component of the opportunities now available to farmers . 

Not all problems can be dealt with through agri-environment schemes and the County 
Archaeology Service therefore also runs a Monument Management Scheme with grant aid mainly 
from English Heritage through which practical conservation work is carried out annually on a 
range of sites. Currently the largest conservation project of this type is the work at the Iron-Age 
hillfort of ~ainswick Beacon where severe erosion, threatening the integrity of the ramparts, has 
been repaired through work supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), English Heritage, 
English Nature, the Gloucestershire Environmental Trust, the local Painswick Conservation Group 
and Painswick Parish Council. 

NEW DISCOVERIES: RESEARCH AND SURVEY 

In addition to its advisory work the County Archaeology Service initiates a wide range of survey 
and research projects, as well as providing archaeological services to developers. The programme of 
survey and research is mainly directed towards enhancing knowledge of those areas of the county 
which are comparatively poorly understood, or improving their management. The results of such 
projects enhance the SMR and provide a better basis for decision making. Recent examples include 
work on the small towns of Gloucestershire, historic landscape characterisation and an assessment 
of the archaeology in areas potentially affected by aggregate extraction. The current focus of survey 
work is the Forest of Dean, an area where there are far fewer recorded sites than in the rest of the 
county and a landscape (the wooded central Forest) in which it is difficult to apply conventional 
survey techniques. The objectives of the Forest of Dean Archaeological Survey are both to research 
the complex archaeological landscape and to improve its management. The desk-based research 
and pilot fieldwork stages have now been completed. The latter included the exploration of 
techniques of rapid walk over survey, environmental sampling, geophysical survey and LiDAR 
(Light Detection and Ranging) in a wooded environment. The results of this work have enabled a 
suite of approaches to be devised for more extensive survey in the central area of the Forest over the 
coming years. These will include further testing of LiDAR, a promising new survey technique for 
mapping the micro topography of the ground from the air. 
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INVOLVING THE COMMUNI1Y: OUTREACH AND EDUCATION 

The incorporation of archaeology into the planning and other statutory systems has led to an 
increased professionalisation of much archaeological work causing concern that opportunities for 
the participation of the public in archaeological projects have decreased. While it is true that there 
are difficulties in involving people in development-led archaeology new opportunities have 
presented themselves. The Forest of Dean Archaeological Survey for example was designed to 
involve the local community and to appeal not only to existing local groups and societies but also 
to those people who have no prior knowledge of archaeology. The Forest of Dean outreach 
programme has comprised community workshops involving discussion, practical sessions and 
field visits; community fieldwork projects; newsletters aimed at a non-specialist audience; events 
such as National Archaeology Day and Heritage Open Days; and regular contributions to local 
media including community radio. The desire to involve those who have no previous knowledge 
of archaeology led to the recently completed Carving History at The Wilderness project, based at The 
Wilderness Centre at Mitcheldean and supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) Young Roots 
programme. This year-long project has used archaeology as the inspiration for work with 
disadvantaged young people, and has just received an HLF award for the best youth project in the 
South-West region. 

THE FUTURE 

In his introduction to Archaeology in Gloucestershire in 1984 Alan Saville identified urgent problems 
in the preservation of archaeological sites and historic buildings, and in the local organisation of 
archaeology, as well as a paucity of archaeological research in the Forest of Dean. I hope that this 
short review has demonstrated that much has changed since 1984. Both the legislative framework 
and the organisational framework for the management of archaeology in Gloucestershire have 
changed for the better, and there is at last a programme of archaeological research in the Forest of 
Dean as well as an active local archaeological group. 

At the time of writing however much that has become familiar over the last 25 years is about 
to change again. The government's Heritage Protection Review proposes a new unified system of 
protection for the historic environment, bringing together archaeology and the built heritage into 
one system and replacing the parallel systems of listing and scheduling. New responsibilities will 
devolve to local authorities and the government has stated its intention - at long last - to make 
SMRs a statutory service within local government. 
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